
Copper plus Google, so happy together. Visit www.copper.com to start a free trial

SELL IN YOUR INBOX 

Native G Suite Integration

ONE CENTRAL SYSTEM 

Track every customer moment

ZERO DATA ENTRY TECHNOLOGY 

Goodbye data entry

VISUAL PIPELINES & ANALYTICS 

Insights from lead to close

The only crm built for G Suite 
Copper does the busy work for you, so you can spend time 
building and growing relationships

Copper integrates seamlessly with Gmail, Calendar, Hangouts, 
Sheets, Docs, and Drive so you can do everything from adding 
leads to closing deals right from Gmail.

Every email, activity and account file is captured automatically 
so all your customer moments are organized in one place. Work 
leads and deals with the full context.

Advanced reporting, dashboards, leaderboards and 
customizable pipelines give you the real-time analytics and 
insights needed to make smarter decisions. 

Copper scrapes the internet and your email for contact and 
company information so all the information you need is 
automatically in the crm, ready for you to start selling.

LOVED BY 15,000+ GOOGLE CUSTOMERS

4.8 / 5 
G Suite Marketplace Rating

4.5 / 5 
Chrome Web Store Rating



Copper plus Google, so happy together. Visit www.copper.com to start a free trial

Copper powers 
sales productivity

Seamless integration with every G Suite app

100+  integrations
Connect with your favorite apps to help you close deals faster.

Lead Management

Auto profile enrichment
Automatic email capture
Append social profiles 
Recommends new leads
Segmentation tags & filters
Real-time alerts & notifications

Deal Management

Visual sales pipeline
Multiple pipelines
Drag and drop interface
Deal activity monitor
Deal stage tracker
Mobile app

Automation

Automatic email capture
Automatic task assignment
Auto-log sales activities & tasks
Canned email templates
Email Open tracker

Sales Reporting

Visual dashboards
Leaderboards
Forecast management
Goal tracking
Activity reporting
Custom reports

More accurate 
reporting

50%
More accurate 
sales forecasts 

40%36%
Faster response time to 
customers & prospects

THE COPPER ROI

Google Calendar
Meetings with your contacts are 

automatically recorded and synced. 
Contacts can book you directly from 

your calendar.

Google Slides 
Customize your slide decks in a  

few clicks by populating your decks 
with data from Copper.

Hangouts Chat
Get notified of important changes 

and updates from leads to 
opportunities in chat rooms.

Data Studio
 Connect to Google’s Data Studio 
to analyze and visualize data from 

multiple sources.

Google Docs
Attach a Google Doc to any lead, 

account, or opportunity in Copper.  

Google Sheets
Export data directly to Google 

Sheets to create advanced 
dashboards, reports, and charts.

Gmail Contacts
Copper scrapes your email and 
syncs contacts to recommend  

new leads. 

Data Enrichment
Copper automatically inputs 

contact details, social profiles, 
company information and more. 


